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Mindfulness-based meditation practices involve various attentional skills, including the
ability to sustain and focus ones attention. During a simple mindful breathing practice,

sustained attention is required to maintain focus on the breath while cognitive control is

required to detect mind wandering. We thus hypothesized that regular, brief mindfulness
training would result in improvements in the self-regulation of attention and foster changes

in neuronal activity related to attentional control. A longitudinal randomized control group

EEG study was conducted. At baseline (T1), 40 meditation naïve participants were
randomized into a wait list group and a meditation group, who received three hours

mindfulness meditation training. Twenty-eight participants remained in the final analysis.
At T1, after eight weeks (T2) and after 16 weeks (T3), all participants performed a

computerized Stroop task (a measure of attentional control) while the 64-channel EEG

was recorded. Between T1 and T3 the meditators were requested to meditate daily for
10 min. Event-related potential (ERP) analysis highlighted two between group effects that

developed over the course of the 16-week mindfulness training. An early effect at left and

right posterior sites 160–240 ms post-stimulus indicated that meditation practice improved
the focusing of attentional resources. A second effect at central posterior sites 310–380 ms

post-stimulus reflects that meditation practice reduced the recruitment of resources
during object recognition processes, especially for incongruent stimuli. Scalp topographies

and source analyses (Variable Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography, VARETA) indicate

relevant changes in neural sources, pertaining to left medial and lateral occipitotemporal
areas for the early effect and right lateral occipitotemporal and inferior temporal areas for

the later effect. The results suggest that mindfulness meditation may alter the efficiency

of allocating cognitive resources, leading to improved self-regulation of attention.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last decade the scientific interest in the effects of

meditation and mindfulness practice has experienced an unprece-

dented surge. A growing number of studies are confirming bene-

fits of mindfulness practices in a broad range of psychologically

relevant domains (Grossman et al., 2004; Chiesa and Serretti,

2009, 2011). After an initial phase of demonstrating general

benefits, research is increasingly zooming in on more detailed

questions regarding the underlying mechanisms that contribute

to the observed changes.

Mindfulness meditation practices are considered to entail at

least two central components: the training of attentional skills

and the development of an equanimous, non-judgmental atti-

tude toward one’s own experiences, toward sensations, thoughts

and feelings, where arising experiences are acknowledged with-

out elaboration or reaction (e.g., Kabat-Zinn, 1990, 2003; Bishop

et al., 2004; Malinowski, 2008). Although conceptualizations may

differ in some specific details, as for instance the inclusion of

additional components such as the intention to practice (Shapiro

et al., 2006), or the provision of a more fine-grained classifica-

tion of contributing factors (Dorjee, 2010), the development of

attentional skills is included as a fundamental factor through-

out (Lutz et al., 2008). The basic training of attentional skills

is thought to underpin other changes that lead to positive

health outcomes and well-being (Chiesa and Malinowski, 2011;

Malinowski, 2012). Most importantly, attentional stability, clar-

ity, and flexibility are thought to be prerequisites for maintaining

a non-judgmental attitude toward one’s experiences. In a first

approximation these two components of mindfulness practice

have been described in cognitive terms as focused attention and

open monitoring (Lutz et al., 2008), which, depending on the

particular meditation system, may be practiced selectively or in

a combined fashion.

As the development and refinement of attentional skills

appears fundamental to all forms of mindfulness meditation

practice, it is not surprising that a major line of investigation

focuses on revealing how meditation practice influences vari-

ous aspects of attentional performance and the underlying brain

mechanisms (e.g., Valentine and Sweet, 1999; Lutz et al., 2004;

Wenk-Sormaz, 2005; Anderson et al., 2007; Brefczynski-Lewis

et al., 2007; Jha et al., 2007; Chambers et al., 2008; van Leeuwen

et al., 2009; Hodgins and Adair, 2010; van den Hurk et al.,
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2010; Zeidan et al., 2010). Chiesa et al. (2011) provide a system-

atic review of studies into this topic that were published until

May 2010. So far, the findings suggest that meditation practice

may increase the efficiency of attention networks (Corbetta and

Shulman, 2002; Raz and Buhle, 2006; Posner and Rothbart, 2007),

where executive control functions that comprise of mental set

shifting, the updating and monitoring of information and, cru-

cially, the inhibition of prepotent responses play a central role

(Miyake et al., 2000).

However, extant research varies greatly regarding study design,

levels of meditation experience, and various other aspects, mean-

ing that straightforward conclusions regarding possible causation

are difficult. For instance, the majority of studies only used a

cross-sectional approach, which does not answer the question

whether meditation practice is causally involved in observed dif-

ferences between meditators and non-meditators. Other studies

investigated meditators with rather varied meditation experience

or from different meditation traditions, and a number of other

studies employ intervention packages like the mindfulness-based

stress reduction program (MBSR; Kabat-Zinn et al., 1985, 1987,

1992), which entails other aspects like yoga exercises and psy-

choeducative components. While all of these studies are worth-

while and make important contributions to our understanding

as to how mindfulness practice influences attentional functions

(Williams, 2010), it is important to complement these findings

with studies that directly investigate the effects of meditation

practice over time, while keeping additional aspects that may

influence the results to a minimum.

In studies that focused on investigating a specific meditation

practice rather than employing more comprehensive interven-

tion programs like MBSR the time period and the amount of

daily meditation practices varied considerably. At the lower end

are studies that used only very brief periods, as for instance

Polak (2009), who investigated the effect of only two 15 min

meditation sessions or a study by Wenk-Sormaz (2005), where

participants completed three times 20 min of meditation prac-

tice. At the upper end changes resulting from meditation retreats,

where participants are withdrawn from ordinary life for longer

periods of time, were investigated. Chambers and co-workers

(2008) investigated the effects of a 10-day meditation retreat, Jha

et al. (2007) and van Vugt and Jha (2011) studied the effects

of one-month mindfulness meditation retreats while other stud-

ies investigated the effects of different three month meditation

retreats (Slagter et al., 2007; Lutz et al., 2009; MacLean et al.,

2010; Jacobs et al., 2011; Sahdra et al., 2011). Between these end-

points a few further studies used dosages of meditation practice

that can more easily be integrated into ones daily routines. In a

study by Semple (2010) participants were asked to practice mind-

fulness meditation for 20 min twice per day over a period of

one month. Tang et al. (2009) employed 20 min of daily integra-

tive mind-body training (IBMT) over a period of five days and

another study by Tang et al. (2010) asked participants to prac-

tice IBMT for a period of one month, for 30 min daily, five days

per week. As this brief overview shows, there is little coherence

regarding the amount or dosage of meditation practice. It is thus

difficult, if not impossible, to find any guidance regarding the

“right” amount and duration of practice. As has been pointed

out recently, this issue has not yet been addressed systematically

(Slagter et al., 2011).

The present study was designed to address our primary interest

of investigating the effects of meditation practice that can easily be

integrated into one’s life, without requiring major changes in daily

routines or life style. A related secondary aim was to study lower

boundaries of meditation practice. We were curious to find out

whether a rather modest dosage would yield any benefits in terms

of cognitive processing. It was thought that 10–15 min of daily

meditation practice would be a minimum time period allow-

ing participants to settle in the meditation practice and develop

some attentional stability. An additional question was what time

period would be required for any changes to appear. Due to the

low daily meditation dose, we considered that practice effects

might require longer time to emerge. Balancing resources, the

required commitment of participants and avoiding interference

through breaks due to summer vacations, we settled for a total

meditation period of 16 weeks. To get some indication regarding

the time course of the changes, an intermediate testing session

was included halfway through the study, after eight weeks. To

reduce the possible influence of group dynamics that would make

unequivocal interpretations of our results more difficult, we fur-

thermore opted for an approach that includes only 3 h of group

contact time in groups of three to six participants, early on in the

study.

In line with our aim of investigating elementary aspects of

mindfulness meditation, a meditation practice was chosen that

is common to many forms of mindfulness training. For instance,

the mindful breathing practice that was employed here is an inte-

gral part of MBSR (Kabat-Zinn, 1990) and MBCT (Segal et al.,

2002), is the starting point in contemporary meditation programs

as for instance the shamatha training composed by Alan Wallace

or of mindfulness practice as explained by Gunaratana (1992). At

the same time it is a basic component of different traditional bud-

dhist meditation systems, ranging from early buddhist sources

like the Anāpānasati Sutta or the Satipatthāna Sutta (Bhikkhu

Bodhi, 1995) to classical Tibetan buddhist instructions (Karmapa

Wangchug Dorje, 2009). Thus, the mindful breathing exercises

used in this study bear relevance to a large variety of mindfulness

approaches and practices.

As we were particularly interested in the effects of medita-

tion practice on executive functions, we employed the Stroop

Word-Color Task (Stroop, 1935; MacLeod, 1991), which in a

previous study in our lab has revealed large differences between

meditators and non-meditators (Moore and Malinowski, 2009).

Central to the Stroop task is that the automatized reading of

words leads to performance decrements if the semantics of a

color word conflicts with naming/indicating the color this word

is printed in (e.g., “BLUE” presented in red). Good performance

on this task would be indicative of good cognitive control and

relatively low automaticity or impulsivity of one’s responses.

Because the actual meditation training is very different to the

Stroop task itself, improvements in the Stroop task would be of

interest regarding the question, whether abilities trained in med-

itation generalize to other tasks and domains beyond the training

itself. Thus, although the training consists of merely directing

and redirecting one’s attention to breathing-related sensations
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and to disengage from or non-engage with arising thoughts and

emotions, changes in the automaticity of reading that is part

and parcel of the congruency effect in the Stroop task would

be remarkable. As skill learning is usually very task-specific and

does not easily generalize beyond the specific tasks, stimuli, or

contents (Green and Bavelier, 2008), such changes would fur-

thermore highlight the possibility that mindfulness practice leads

to changes of underlying processes rather than specific content

(Slagter et al., 2011). Furthermore, such changes could be an indi-

cation of improved impulse control or even a fundamental change

as to how individuals relate to their experiences, possibly having

relevance beyond the cognitive domain itself (Chambers et al.,

2009).

To get a precise estimation as to how meditation practice may

change the involved neuronal processes, we employed 64-channel

EEG recordings, while the participants engaged in a computer-

ized version of the Stroop task. We hypothesized that, compared

to a non-meditating, wait list control group, engagement in a

regular, brief meditation practice would lead to improvements

in attentional performance as indexed by the behavioral Stroop

interference effect, which would also be reflected in changes

in several electrophysiological parameters. As previous studies

found that this Stroop effect is reflected in a late negativity (LN)

that typically starts around 350–400 ms after stimulus onset, we

expected to find meditation-related changes in this event-related

potential (ERP) component (e.g., Liotti et al., 2000; Hanslmayr

et al., 2008). First electrophysiological investigations of attention

effects in mindfulness meditators furthermore report a reduction

of a slightly earlier positivity—the P3 component—in response

to a distracter sound (e.g., Cahn and Polich, 2009) and as an

indicator of improved resource allocation in the attentional blink

task (Slagter et al., 2007), which requires the temporal allo-

cation of selective attention. Accordingly, we also considered

this component. As for some other types of meditation also

changes in a negative deflection occurring before the P3 in a

time range starting from around 150 ms after stimulus onset

were reported (Cahn and Polich, 2006), and this earlier nega-

tive component (N2) has been implicated in attentional processes

(Folstein and van Petten, 2008), it was considered as well. As

both the N2 and the P3 have been shown to reflect atten-

tional control mechanisms, while the LN is considered to be

an indicator of the Stroop interference effect, we expected that

mindfulness practice would influence some or all of these ERP

components.

To sum up, the aim of the current research was to investigate

whether a simple, brief meditation practice carried out regularly

for 16 weeks will lead to detectable changes in cognitive perfor-

mance and associated neural processes. To reduce the possible

influence of some of the factors that made unequivocal interpre-

tations of previous results difficult, we opted for an approach that

includes only a minimum of group contact time (3 h) and a lim-

ited amount of daily meditation practice (10 min), thus allowing

participants to carry on with their daily routines without much

change or disruption. Furthermore, this “ten-minutes-per-day”

approach that we employed may be a more viable option, for

people who may consider integrating mindfulness practice into

daily life.

METHODS

PARTICIPANTS

Forty healthy adults (13 males; mean age 35.4 years) were

recruited via a combination of online advertisements and from

a psychology participant panel maintained at Liverpool John

Moores University (LJMU). To be included in the study par-

ticipants had to be meditation naïve (no previous meditation

experience), have normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity,

confirm they have no ongoing or recent mental health problems

or neurological disorders (e.g., epilepsy) and confirm they are not

receiving any psychopharmacological treatments. Thirty-eight

participants described themselves as “White” or “White/British,”

one as “White/Irish” and one as “White/Caribbean.” Fifteen

participants classed their religious background as Christian

(Christian, Roman Catholic, Church of England), one as Atheist,

one as Agnostic. The remaining participants stated no religion.

Three students took part in the study. Most of the participants

were in full-time or part-time employment or in voluntary work.

The majority of participants were educated at least to undergrad-

uate level, with 11 participants with postgraduate qualifications.

Due to the nature of the design the participants were aware of

the general aims of the study, but no specific hypotheses were

explained to them.

The study was carried out in line with the ethics guidelines of

the British Psychological Society and was approved by the LJMU

Research Ethics Committee. All participants provided written,

informed consent and were reimbursed with £10/h for attending

the six testing sessions.

Participants were randomly allocated to the meditation group

or the waitlist control group, with the restriction that age and

gender composition were matched across groups. Figure 1 sum-

marizes the flow of participants through the study. Twelve partic-

ipants in the meditation group and 16 in the control group were

included in the final analysis of the EEG data. As far as could be

ascertained, drop-outs in the meditation group were motivated

by personal or health reasons not related to the study itself.

Initial tests of baseline (Time 1) measures are presented in

Table 1 and confirm that the two groups did not differ sig-

nificantly with respect to age, gender, the different self report

measures, or performance measures on the Stroop task.

SELF-REPORT MEASURES

Global well-being

The Subjective Happiness Scale (SHS, Lyubomirsky and Lepper,

1999) was used to assess the global, subjective assessment of

participants’ own happiness and well-being. The SHS is a brief

four-item questionnaire scored on a seven-point Likert scale

and includes items like “In general I consider myself a very

happy person.” High total scores reflect high levels of global

well-being/happiness. The SHS has been successfully used in dif-

ferent community-based and college-student samples, showing

Cronbach’s alpha values between 0.79 and 0.94 (Lyubomirsky and

Tucker, 1998; Lyubomirsky and Lepper, 1999).

Mindfulness

The Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ) was used to

assess different aspects of mindfulness that were expected to be
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FIGURE 1 | Flow of participants through the study. From randomly

allocating 20 participants to each group, for the final analysis 12 participants

remained in the meditation group and 16 in the control group.

influenced by mindfulness practice. This 39-item-questionnaire

was derived from an exploratory factor analysis of six existing self-

report measures of dispositional mindfulness (Baer et al., 2006).

Validation on two samples (Baer et al., 2006, 2008) suggests a five

factor structure: (1) Non-reactivity to inner experience (FFMQ-

NR; seven items), e.g., “I watch my feelings without getting lost

in them”; (2) Observing internal and external sensations includ-

ing thoughts, emotions, sights, sounds, and smells (FFMQ-O;

eight items) e.g., “I intentionally stay aware of my feelings”; (3)

Acting with awareness describes attending to one’s actions in the

present moment and can be contrasted with automatic, impul-

sive, or habitual behaving (FFMQ-A; eight items), e.g., “It seems

I am running on automatic without much awareness of what I’m

doing”; (4) Describing involves labeling internal experiences with

words (FFMQ-D; eight items), e.g., “When I have a sensation

in my body, it’s hard for me to describe it because I can’t find

the right words”; (5) Non-judging of experience means refraining

from value judgments or self-criticism (FFMQ-NJ; eight items) “I

tend to evaluate whether my perceptions are right or wrong.” The

response format comprises a five-point Likert scale (1 = never

or very rarely true, rarely true, sometimes true, often true, and

5 = very often or always true). After reversing the scores for the

19 negatively worded items, scores between 1 and 5 are summed

to produce totals for each subscale and a total scale score (range:

39–195). The FFMQ has been shown to have good internal con-

sistency and significant relationships in the predicted directions

with a variety of constructs related to mindfulness. The internal

consistencies (Cronbach α) for these facets have been reported as

0.75 for FFMQ-NR, 0.83 for FFMQ-O, 0.87 for FFMQ-A, 0.91 for

FFMQ-D, and 0.87 for FFMQ-NJ (Baer et al., 2006).

Meditation log

On a weekly basis participants in the meditation group com-

pleted a brief meditation diary (online or paper-pencil version),

which recorded how often they meditated in a given week and the

average length of the meditation sessions.

PROCEDURES

Potential participants received detailed information regarding the

study, completed a screening questionnaire, signed a consent

form, and were then randomly allocated to the meditation or

control group.

Over the course of approximately 16 weeks, participants were

tested at three time points (T1, T2, T3; 8–10 weeks apart). At

each time point participants first completed the self-report ques-

tionnaires and then performed the experimental task, while the

EEG was recorded. Two testing sessions of approximately 90 min

length were conducted at each time point, as several other tests

were carried out that are not reported in this paper. Around

T1, the meditation group received introductory 2 h mindfulness

training, in groups of three to six participants. In order to obtain

accurate baseline data the meditators were instructed not to begin

practicing meditation until after their first testing sessions. A fol-

low up 1 h meditation training session was given to them prior to

T2 and throughout the study the participants were able to con-

tact the meditation teacher to answer questions or give further

instruction.

MEDITATION INSTRUCTION

Participants in the meditation group were introduced to a simple

mindful breathing meditation by a meditation teacher with more

than 15 years of teaching experience. In this meditation the medi-

tator is required to focus their attention on the sensations accom-

panying their breathing, either attending to the experience at the

nostrils, around the diaphragm or the movement of the abdomen

when in- and exhaling, without manipulating the breath in any

form. Whenever the attention would slip or wander off, the task

would be to become aware of it and, without further elaboration,

to redirect the focus of attention to the sensation of breathing. In

addition to this focusing of attention, participants were instructed

to observe other mental experiences, arising thoughts, feelings or

sensation, trying not to judge or evaluate them, and maintain a

curious, non-elaborating attitude toward them. This meditation

instruction is in line with common psychological mindfulness

conceptualizations that emphasize the development of attentional

abilities combined with a specific, non-evaluative attitude toward

the different mental experiences that may arise (e.g., Bishop, 2002;
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Table 1 | Summary of tests for baseline differences, with mean values, standard deviations (in brackets), and respective statistical values for

the comparison between meditation group and control group.

Meditation group Control group Statistical values

Age (years) 36.9 (12.1) 34.6 (11.4) t(26) = 0.53, p = 0.60

FFMQ-total 126.9 (15.6) 136.8 (12.6) t(26) = −1.86, p = 0.08

SHS 22.0 (2.9) 21.3 (3.4) t(26) = 0.62, p = 0.54

RT all trials (ms) 789.3 (102.7) 738.6 (127.9) t(26) = 1.13, p = 0.27

RT congruent (ms) 741.0 (102.5) 683.3 (117.6) t(26) = 1.35, p = 0.19

RT incongruent (ms) 840.2 (110.7) 798.0 (148.9) t(26) = 0.82, p = 0.42

Accuracy all trials (%) 95.9 (2.9) 95.6 (4.7) t(26) = 0.23, p = 0.82

Accuracy congruent (%) 98.0 (2.4) 98.0 (2.8) t(26) = −0.14, p = 0.89

Accuracy incongruent (%) 94.0 (4.1) 93.0 (7.6) t(26) = 0.41, p = 0.68

RT variance all trials (ms) 186.2 (33.4) 181.6 (46.2) t(26) = 0.29, p = 0.77

RT variance congruent (ms) 169.4 (35.7) 159.5 (51.6) t(26) = 0.57, p = 0.57

RT variance incongruent (ms) 185.7 (37.1) 179.9 (43.5) t(26) = 0.37, p = 0.71

Inverse efficiency all trials 8.3 (1.3) 7.8 (1.7) t(26) = 0.77, p = 0.45

Inverse efficiency congruent 7.6 (1.2) 7.0 (1.4) t(26) = 1.21, p = 0.24

Inverse efficiency incongruent 9.0 (1.5) 8.8 (2.4) t(26) = 0.30, p = 0.77

Shapiro et al., 2006; Malinowski, 2008; Chiesa and Malinowski,

2011; Malinowski, 2012). For the period between T1 and T3

(16 weeks) participants were asked to meditate regularly for a

minimum of 10 min per day, at least five days per week and

to record frequency and duration in their meditation log on

a weekly basis. The participants did not receive any particular

instructions regarding the body posture beyond the emphasis

of trying to sit in an upright, relaxed position with a straight

back. They had the liberty to meditate on a chair, meditation

stool, or cushion. Given the relatively small sample size and low

dosage of meditation we did not expect the specific meditation

posture to have a discernable effect and thus did not record

these details.

TASK DESIGN AND STIMULI

Stimuli in the Stroop task were the four color words RED, BLUE,

GREEN, and YELLOW, presented in the same color as the writ-

ten word in congruent trials (e.g., RED presented in red) and in

different colors (e.g., RED presented blue) in incongruent tri-

als. The task was presented on a 21-inch CRT-monitor (100 Hz

vertical refresh rate, 1024 × 768 resolution) and was controlled

by the Cogent 2000 toolbox (v1.25) running in the Matlab envi-

ronment (Mathworks, http://www.mathworks.com). Words were

presented in the Arial Font (font size 48 pt), viewed at a distance

of approximately 90 cm. Each incongruent stimulus appeared in

each of the three other colors with equal frequency. Participants

were instructed to respond as fast and accurately as possible and

to indicate the color each word was presented in, while ignor-

ing the semantic meaning of the word. Four keys on a standard

QWERTY keyboard were used to enter their responses, using the

keys “a” (red, left middle finger), “.” (blue, left index finger), “x”

(green, right index finger), and “ ’ ” (yellow, right middle fin-

ger). The keys were color-coded and chosen to provide optimum

comfort for the participant whilst responding.

At the beginning of each trial a fixation cross was presented for

500 ms, followed by the color word, which remained on the screen

for 1500 ms. The trial concluded with a variable inter-trial interval

of between 850 and 1100 ms. The stimulus always appeared cen-

trally on the screen, replacing the fixation cross. The experiment

began with a color-to-key acquisition phase which consisted of 48

trials that were similar to those used in the experimental blocks.

During this phase, mistakes were highlighted by an audible tone

and accuracy and reaction time feedback was given following

completion of this phase. The experimental phase consisted of

three blocks of 48 trials (50% congruent, 50% incongruent tri-

als) for a total of 144 trials and 72 trials per condition. Each trial

block lasted approximately 3 min and was followed by a 20 s break

before the subsequent block.

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDINGS

EEG was recorded continuously from 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes with

a BioSemi Active-Two amplifier system (BioSemi, Amsterdam,

Netherlands). For monitoring eye movements and blinks the hor-

izontal and vertical electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded with

supra- and infraorbital electrodes on the left eye and two elec-

trodes placed next to the external canthi. EEG and EOG were

sampled at 512 Hz. Two additional electrodes (Common Mode

Sense [CMS] and Driven Right Leg [DRL]) were used as reference

and ground (see www.biosemi.com/faq/cms&drl.htm for details).

For further off-line analysis, the average reference was used.

EEG was segmented to obtain epochs starting 200 ms prior and

800 ms following stimulus onset. Pre-processing of data was per-

formed in EEGLAB version 9.03 (Delorme and Makeig, 2004).

The Fully Automated Statistical Thresholding for EEG artifact

Rejection procedure (FASTER, Nolan et al., 2010) was employed

for removing artifacts from the data. Using a predefined z-score

threshold of ±3 for each parameter, artifacts were detected and

corrected regarding single channels, epochs, independent com-

ponents (based on the infomax algorithm, Bell and Sejnowski,

1995) and single-channel single-epochs. Remaining artifactual

independent components and epochs containing artifacts were

removed after visual inspection. Data were filtered offline with a
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1Hz high pass filter. A pre-stimulus baseline from –60 ms to 0 ms

was applied.

No between group differences existed regarding the number

of trials available for analysis (Meditation group: 129.0, 132.3,

and 131.8 Control group: 131.2, 131.7, and 130.3 for T1, T2, and

T3, respectively) or the amount of independent components that

were removed from the data (Meditation group: 9.3, 10.2, and 8.8;

Control group: 11.4, 8.8, and 9.3 for T1, T2, and T3, respectively).

DATA ANALYSIS

Analysis of behavioral and self-report data

For analyzing the behavioral and self-report data we conducted

mixed ANOVAs with Group × Time × Congruency as factors for

response times (RTs), response variability, and response accuracy

and Group × Time for the self-report measures. As an estimate

for the variability of responses over time we used the stan-

dard deviation of the RTs of all correct trials in each condition.

To account for possible criterion shifts or influences of speed-

accuracy tradeoffs, we furthermore analyzed the inverse efficiency

scores, derived by dividing the mean RT by the proportion of cor-

rect responses, calculated separately for each condition and each

participant (Akhtar and Enns, 1989; Christie and Klein, 1995).

Whenever the sphericity assumption (equality of variances)

had been violated (Mauchly’s test), Greenhouse-Geisser estimates

of sphericity were employed to adjust the respective degrees of

freedom.

All analyses of behavioral and self-report data were carried out

twice, once including all participants that completed the study

(14 meditators, 18 controls) and once limited to those partici-

pants that were included in the final analysis of EEG data (12

meditators, 16 controls). For consistency we will subsequently

only report the latter, because the pattern of relevant results was

identical for both approaches.

Analysis of event-related potentials (ERP) — electrode space

A 16 Hz low pass filter was applied prior to all ERP analysis.

Based on the grand mean evoked potential (see Figure 2), three

ERP components of interest were defined: N2 (160–240 ms), P3

(310–380 ms) and a late negative deflection (LN; 400–600 ms)

for incongruent stimuli, typical for the Stroop task (e.g., Liotti

et al., 2000). Mean amplitudes averaged across the respective time

window were calculated for the amplitude maxima identified in

the scalp topographies of each component and were subjected to

Group × Time × Congruency mixed ANOVAs. Of particular inter-

est for this study were interaction effects that included the factors

Group and Time, as they would indicate that the respective ERP

amplitudes were influenced differentially by meditation practice.

Accordingly, the analysis primarily focuses on these interactions.

As an estimate of the strength of the effect we calculated the effect

size r for these interactions.

As for the behavioral and self-report data, whenever the

assumption of variance equality had been violated we employed

the Greenhouse-Geisser procedure to adjust the respective

degrees of freedom.

Analysis of event-related potentials (ERP) — source space

To get a general indication of brain areas that may be selectively

influenced by meditation practice, we applied Variable Resolution

FIGURE 2 | Grand mean average ERPs of all 28 participants for

congruent and incongruent stimuli, averaged over Group (meditation,

control) and Time (T1, T2, T3). ERPs from eight representative electrodes

(out of 64 scalp electrodes) are shown. The three analysis time windows

(N2: 160–240 ms, P3: 310–380 ms, and LN: 400–600 ms) are indicated at

electrode POz.

Electromagnetic Tomography (VARETA; Bosch-Bayard et al.,

2001) to localize the cortical generators of the relevant ERP com-

ponents that were identified in the electrode-space ERP analysis.

This procedure was applied separately for each factorial combi-

nation of Group, Time, and Congruency. The VARETA approach

provides the spatially smoothest intracranial distribution of cur-

rent densities in source space which is most compatible with the

amplitude distribution in electrode space (Gruber et al., 2006).

The inverse solution consisted of 3244 grid points (“voxels”)

of a 3D-grid (7 mm grid spacing). This grid and the arrange-

ment of 64 electrodes were placed in registration with the average

probabilistic MRI brain atlas (“average brain”) produced by the

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI; Evans et al., 1993). To

localize the activation difference between T1 and T3 for each com-

ponent and congruency condition, statistical comparisons were

carried out by means of paired t-tests for the meditation group

and control group. Activation threshold corrections accounting

for spatial dependencies between voxels were calculated by means

of false discovery rates (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). All sta-

tistical parametric maps were thresholded at a significance level

of p < 0.001.

RESULTS

TEST FOR GROUP DIFFERENCES AT BASELINE

Group × Congruency ANOVAs for RT, accuracy, RT-variability,

and inverse efficiencies did not yield any significant main effects

for Group nor significant Group × Congruency interactions (all

p > 0.28) at T1. As summarized in Table 1, no significant differ-

ences between meditation group and control group were present

when direct comparisons at T1 (t-tests) were calculated.
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BEHAVIORAL DATA AND SELF-REPORT MEASURES

Response times

For RTs significant main effects of Time [F(1.60,41.48) = 4.953,

p = 0.018] and Congruency [F(1,26) = 110.554, p < 0.001] were

observed, indicating that overall the mean RTs decreased

throughout the experiment (T1: 760 ms, T2: 732 ms, T3: 732 ms)

and that responses to congruent stimuli were faster (689 ms) than

to incongruent stimuli (797 ms). There were no other signifi-

cant effects. Importantly, neither the Group × Time interaction

nor the Group × Time × Congruency interaction were significant

(p = 0.39 and p = 0.15, respectively).

Response time variability

For the variability of RTs a significant main effect of Congruency

[F(1,26) = 43.609, p < 0.001] was observed, reflecting that there

was a lower RT variability for congruent (SD = 154 ms) than

for incongruent (SD = 181 ms) conditions. Again, no effect that

would reflect differential changes in meditation group and con-

trol group were present and the respective interaction effects were

far from being significant (both p > 0.56).

Response accuracy

Only the main effect of Congruency was significant [F(1,26) =

33.604, p < 0.001, congruent: 98.3%, incongruent: 95.1%] and

no indication of differential changes between the groups emerged

(both p > 0.26).

Inverse efficiency

There were significant main effects of Time [F(1,26) = 4.408, p =

0.008] and of Congruency [F(1,26) = 85.224, p < 0.001] but no

further significant effects that would indicate differential changes

between groups (both p > 0.14).

Overall, the analyses of the behavioral results confirm that

the task manipulation was effective, reflected by the influence

of Congruency on task performance. Regarding possible training

effects, only an initial speeding up of responses from T1 to T2 was

observed, which is also reflected in improved efficiency scores.

Beyond that, the data show that behavioral performance did not

change differentially for meditation and control group and did

not improve after T2.

Mindfulness

For the total mindfulness score, which combines the scores

on the five FFMQ subscales, a significant main effect of Time

[F(1.640,42.645) = 5.832, p = 0.009] was observed, indicating

that overall the mindfulness scores increased from T1 (132.6)

to T3 (138.3). This effect was further qualified by a significant

interaction between Group and Time [F(1.640,42.645) = 5.077,

p = 0.015]. As Figure 3 shows, the increase of mindfulness from

T1 to T3 is more pronounced in the meditation group (T3–T1:

11.8 points, p = 0.015) than in the control group (T3–T1: 1.1

points, p = 0.650). Although the figure appears to suggest a dif-

ference between meditation and control group at T1, testing for

baseline differences (Table 1) showed that these differences were

not significant (p = 0.08) and may just be an effect of random

group allocation.

The analysis of the FFMQ subscales revealed a stronger

increase in the meditation group than in the control group for

FIGURE 3 | Total mindfulness scores (FFMQ-total, possible range

39–195) for meditation group and control group from T1 to T3. The

figure depicts the significant interaction between Group and Time. Error

bars show the standard error of the mean.

the observing (FFMQ-O) subscale [F(2,52) = 4.300, p = 0.019]

and the non-reacting (FFMQ-NR) subscale [F(2,52) = 3.771,

p = 0.030]. No other significant effects emerged from the analysis

of the FFMQ subscales.

Meditation time

In general, the participants in the meditation group managed

to adhere to the required meditation schedule. Based on the

meditation logs, the mean time spent meditating during each ses-

sion was 11.3 min (range: 6.2–21.5 min) and the average number

of meditations per week was 5.0 sessions (range: 2.6–8.7).

Mindfulness and meditation time

To analyze whether the amount of meditation practice would pre-

dict the increase in self-reported mindfulness, we calculated the

Pearson correlation between the total time spent meditating over

the 16 weeks and the changes in mindfulness scores from T1 to T3

in the meditation group. As Table 2 shows, increases in the total

mindfulness score correlated highly with total meditation time.

Similarly, changes in three of the five FFMQ subscales (observing,

acting with awareness, non-judging) correlated significantly with

the total meditation time. None of the other behavioral measures

correlated with total meditation time.

Table 2 | Pearson coefficients for the correlations between total

amount of time spent meditating between T1 and T3 and increase in

mindfulness (FFMQ scores) from T1 to T3.

Total meditation time

FFMQ-total 0.771 (0.002)

FFMQ-O 0.592 (0.021)

FFMQ-A 0.577 (0.025)

FFMQ-D 0.009 (0.489)

FFMQ-NJ 0.805 (0.001)

FFMQ-NR 0.474 (0.060)

Values in brackets indicate one-tailed significance levels (N = 12).
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ERP DATA

Plausibility check

Before investigating the specific effects of meditation training

and related between group differences, we confirmed that the

resulting ERPs are in line with the typical patterns of electrical

activity observed for the Stroop paradigm. Figure 2 depicts the

grand mean ERPs averaged over Group (meditation, control) and

Time (T1, T2, T3) of eight representative electrodes distributed

over the whole scalp. The ERP deflections resemble the pattern

usually found with the Stroop paradigm. Also the typical late neg-

ative deflection (LN) for incongruent trials, considered to be a

robust reflection of the Stroop effect, is present in the data (e.g.,

Liotti et al., 2000).

N2 component

Maxima of the N2 were best captured by small clusters of

left occipito-parietal (PO7, PO3, O1) and right occipitopari-

etal electrodes (PO8, PO4, O2). Group × Time × Congruency

ANOVAs revealed significant Group × Time interaction for

the left [F(2,52) = 3.862, p = 0.027, r = 0.263] and for the

right [F(2,52) = 4.273, p = 0.019, r = 0.276] electrode cluster.

Planned Group × Time contrasts indicated that this effect reflects

relatively higher amplitudes at T3 in the meditation group than in

the control group. The relative increase of the N2 amplitude from

T1 to T3 in the meditation group contrasted with an amplitude

decrease in the control group for left and right clusters [F(1,26) =

6.421, p = 0.018, r = 0.445 and F(1,26) = 4.987, p = 0.034, r =

0.401]. Figure 4(A) shows the changes in the ERPs of the two elec-

trode clusters from T1 to T3. The grand mean spherical-spline

interpolated T3–T1 topographical difference maps in Figure 4(C)

show that the N2 amplitudes at left and right posterior sites

tend to develop in opposite directions for meditation and con-

trol group. Figure 4(D) depicts the neuronal sources where the

differences from T1 to T3 developed. In the meditation group sig-

nificant decreases in source strength (salmon-colored) from T1

to T3 for congruent stimuli were observed in the left middle and

superior frontal gyri, the left medial and lateral occipitotempo-

ral gyri, and the left middle temporal gyrus. In comparison, an

increase of source strength (green color) in the left medial and lat-

eral occipitotemporal gyri was observed in the meditation group.

For incongruent stimuli, the control group showed a decrease in

source strength in the left lateral occipitotemporal and left infe-

rior temporal gyri, whereas no significant changes were present

in the meditation group.

P3 component

The analysis of the P3 component focused on the central poste-

rior amplitude maximum at electrode Pz. There was a significant

Group × Time × Congruency interaction [F(2,52) = 4.711, p =

0.013, r = 0.288]. Planned contrasts revealed that this interac-

tion was due to a relative decrease in the P3 amplitude in the

meditators in the incongruent condition from T1 to T3 com-

pared to the control group, which exhibited an amplitude increase

[F(1,26) = 9.267, p = 0.005, r = 0.513]. The ERPs presented in

Figure 5(A) show these differential changes from T1 to T3. The

grand mean spherical-spline interpolated T3–T1 difference maps

in Figure 5(C) show the topographical distribution of the changes

over time, with a maximum decrease over central posterior sites

in the meditation group for incongruent trials, contrasted by

an increase in the control group. Figure 5(D) provides an indi-

cation of the brain areas that show differential source strength

at T1 and T3. For the congruent condition a slight decrease in

left superior and middle temporal gyri was present that was not

present in the meditation group. An important contrast appeared

for the incongruent condition. Whereas an increase of source

strengths was observed for the control group (left medial and lat-

eral occipitotemporal gyri, left inferior temporal gyrus, and right

lateral occipitotemporal gyrus) an opposing pattern appeared for

the meditation group. Here the right lateral occipitotemporal

gyrus and the right inferior temporal gyrus showed a decrease in

source strength from T1 to T3.

Late negative component

The broad negative deflection had a central posterior maximum

that was best captured with an electrode cluster comprising of Pz,

POz, P1, and P2. The only significant effect that emerged from the

analysis was a main effect of Congruency [F(1,26) = 8.219, p =

0.008], confirming the typical Stroop interference effect, with the

ERP for incongruent stimuli being negatively deflected compared

to the congruent condition (see Figure 2).

DISCUSSION

Sixteen weeks of regular, brief meditation practice significantly

changed neuronal activity related to executive control functions

in the Stroop task. These changes were, however, not accompa-

nied by related improvements in behavioral performance and did

not pertain to the late negative ERP component (400–600 ms)

that typically reflects the behavioral interference effect in the

Stroop task (e.g., Liotti et al., 2000; Hanslmayr et al., 2008).

Meditation practice led to a relative increase of lateral posterior

N2 amplitudes over both hemispheres, irrespective of stimulus

congruency. Estimation of the neural sources (VARETA) suggests

that these changes in the meditation group were primarily driven

by increased activity in the left medial and lateral occipitotempo-

ral areas for congruent stimuli, contrasted by decreased activity in

similar brain areas in the control group. These left-hemispheric

areas of the ventral processing stream have previously been iden-

tified as being selectively involved in lexical tasks (e.g., Cohen

et al., 2002; Cohen and Dehaene, 2004; Shaywitz et al., 2004),

with a similar posterior N2 component as observed here (e.g.,

Adorni and Proverbio, 2009). It thus seems plausible that this

effect reflects more successful or consistent attentional amplifi-

cation, selective to the word stimuli that were used in this task.

This interpretation is in line with the time course of enhanced

stimulus processing when attending to non-spatial features of a

stimulus. Typically, enhanced negative posterior ERP amplitudes

appear from around 100 to 150 ms after stimulus onset (Hillyard

and Anllo-Vento, 1998; Hillyard et al., 1998). Even more, the pos-

terior N2 is particularly enlarged when attending to the color

as compared to the form of a stimulus (Eimer, 1997). Thus,

while the control group exhibited a habituation effect over the

course of the study (and 3 × 144 trials), which was expressed

in a reduction of the ERP amplitudes and the related corti-

cal source strengths, the meditation group showed the opposite
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FIGURE 4 | Analysis of the N2 time window, from 160 to 240 ms.

(A) Grand mean averages for meditation and control group for T1 and

T3 averaged over left posterior electrodes (PO7, PO3, O1; upper row)

and right posterior electrodes (PO8, PO4, O2; lower row). (B) Mean N2

amplitudes from T1 to T3 averaged over the same electrode clusters.

(C) Spherical spline interpolated scalp topographies of the difference

between T1 and T3 (T3–T1) for meditation and control group, separated

for congruent and incongruent stimuli. Positive values indicate a decrease

in amplitudes; negative values indicate an increase in amplitudes.

(D) Activation differences between T1 and T3 for each group and

congruency, based on the localization of cortical generators with VARETA.

Significant differences (threshold p < 0.001) are presented for axial MNI

slices at Z = −10 for congruent stimuli and at Z = −17 for incongruent

stimuli (centers of gravity of the activation). Salmon-colored areas

indicate a decrease in activation and green areas indicate an increase

in activation.

pattern, where increased activation of task relevant cortical areas

developed with meditation practice.

The second difference between meditators and controls was

observed in the P3 component (310–380 ms). The majority of

ERP studies of the Stroop task focus on later components start-

ing around 400 ms, as these tend to correlate with behavioral

performance (Liotti et al., 2000), whereas the preceding P3 com-

ponent appears to reflect earlier aspects of stimulus process-

ing that, in themselves, are not the source of the behavioral

Stroop interference effect (Ilan and Polich, 1999). Changes of

the P3 over the course of the study were primarily observed

for incongruent stimuli. While the participants in the control

group exhibited an increase of the P3 amplitude for incongruent

stimuli, a decrease was observed for the meditation group. The

P3 decrease in electrode space was accompanied by significantly

decreased signal strength in source space, which comprised lateral

occipitotemporal and inferior temporal regions of the right hemi-

sphere. These areas have been implicated in object recognition

processes (Schendan and Kutas, 2002; Schendan and Stern, 2007).

In addition, the temporal/parietal P3 component is considered to

reflect attentional resource activation that is generated when per-

ceptual stimulus discrimination occurs and is linked to related

inhibition processes that are required when conflicting stimu-

lus information is present (Polich, 2007). The pattern of results

emerging for the P3 component thus suggests that through med-

itation practice the perceptual processing of incongruent stimuli

becomes less resource demanding.

These findings bear similarities to the results from a pre-

vious study, where experienced meditators showed a reduced

P3 amplitude to a distracter tone during an auditory oddball

stimulation while they were meditating (Cahn and Polich, 2009).

There are however, noteworthy differences to our study. In Cahn
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FIGURE 5 | Analysis of the P3 time window, from 310 to 380 ms.

(A) Grand mean averages for meditation and control group for T1 and T3 for

electrode Pz. (B) Mean P3 amplitudes from T1 to T3 averaged for the same

electrode. (C) Spherical spline interpolated scalp topographies of the

difference between T1 and T3 (T3–T1) for meditation and control group,

separated for congruent and incongruent stimuli. Positive values indicate an

increase in amplitudes; negative values indicate a decrease in amplitudes.

(D) Activation differences between T1 and T3 for each group and congruency,

based on the localization of cortical generators with VARETA. Significant

differences (threshold p < 0.001) are presented for axial MNI slices at

Z = −17 (center of gravity of the activation). Salmon-colored areas indicate a

decrease in activation and green areas indicate an increase in activation.

and Polich’s study a meditation state was compared to a neu-

tral thinking state, whereas we studied the effect of meditation

in a task that was performed outside of the meditation practice.

Furthermore, we investigated changes through meditation prac-

tice developing over time, while Cahn and Polich (2009) only

tested at one time point and thus do not directly address the

question of causal influences of meditation training. The paral-

lels are nevertheless interesting, as they suggest that an ability that

developed and is present during meditation practice appears to

generalize to a different task performed when not meditating. It

may indicate that state effects observed during meditation may

translate into trait effects observed outside of meditation (Cahn

and Polich, 2006), an assumption that underlies the idea that

meditation practice generalizes into daily activities and extends to

contexts separate from meditation practice (Hodgins and Adair,

2010; Slagter et al., 2011).

Furthermore, our results are in line with other studies suggest-

ing that meditation practice leads to more effective brain resource

allocation (Slagter et al., 2007, 2009). Slagter and co-workers

employed the attentional blink paradigm to investigate how a

three-month intensive meditation retreat changes the temporal

deployment of attention compared to a non-meditating matched

control group (Slagter et al., 2007, 2009). During the attentional

blink task participants have to attend to a rapidly changing stream

of stimuli (e.g., letters) and report the identity of two target

stimuli (e.g., digits) after each trial. Performance to the second

target in the stream is typically negatively affected if it appears

within 500 ms after the first target, the so-called attentional blink

effect (Shapiro et al., 1997). After the meditation retreat the medi-

tators showed a reduced attentional blink effect. Furthermore, the

P3b amplitude elicited by the first target stimulus was reduced in

meditators after the retreat and the participants with the greatest

decrease of the P3b amplitude also showed the largest decrease in

attentional blink size (Slagter et al., 2007). Interestingly, the addi-

tional analysis of the phase of oscillatory theta activity following

successfully detected second targets, showed a reduced cross-trial

variability, considered to indicate that the deployment of atten-

tion was more consistent and that through meditation training

attentional resources become more rapidly available to process

additional information (Slagter et al., 2009).

The results from a recent fMRI study comparing medita-

tors and matched controls on the Stroop task provide further
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support for our findings. Compared to a control group, medi-

tators showed reduced activity in various brain areas subserving

attention (Kozasa et al., 2012). The authors interpret their overall

pattern of findings as evidence of enhanced efficiency in med-

itators that may result from improved sustained attention and

impulse control.

When considering our results of enhanced N2 and decreased

P3 amplitudes and source strengths in light of the reviewed

findings, a possible interpretation emerges. We surmise that the

more successful attentional amplification of the color word stim-

uli evidenced by increased N2 amplitudes/source strengths had

the subsequent effect that fewer resources needed to be invested

during object recognition processes, especially when incongruent

stimulus information was processed, indexed by the decrease in

P3 amplitudes/source strengths.

Confining the meditation training to a very simple, but fun-

damental, mindful breathing meditation, which often constitutes

the first step into a more elaborate path of different meditation

practices, gives confidence that the observed changes indeed stem

from the meditation practice itself. Having kept the group ses-

sions to a bare minimum (a total of 3 h), makes it furthermore

unlikely that unspecific group effects account for the changes.

The fact that participants only meditated for very brief periods

each day speaks against an explanation that life style changes

could explain the observed differences, an influence that may

well be relevant when studying the effects of longer daily medi-

tation practices, of meditation retreats or when studying highly

experienced meditators.

As meditation effects were compared to effects in a non-active

waitlist control group, an alternative explanation might be that

the observed effects merely result from the fact that the medita-

tors were engaged in a novel regular activity per se, rather than

being specific to the meditation practice. The current design can-

not fully rule this out, but given that the observed effects are in

line with results from several other studies into similar medita-

tion practices, it appears likely that the effects are more specific.

However, the general weakness of waitlist controlled designs in

this respect needs to be acknowledged. The study tells us that

engaging in 10 min of daily meditation practice for the given

period has specific effects. It can, however, not be concluded

that these effects are completely unique to meditation practice

in general or to this specific type of mindfulness meditation in

particular. While the mindfulness training had these effects, other

practices or activities may have as well. Future studies will have

to face up to the challenge of addressing the question how spe-

cific changes associated with meditation training actually are.

Toward this end, control conditions that are matched with respect

to somatic, mental, and cognitive demands but without actually

being meditation practice will be required.

In this study the participants were required to record fre-

quency and amount of meditation practice themselves. As the

experimenters appeared to have a good rapport with the par-

ticipants and it was emphasized that it is more important to

provide accurate information than to fulfill a specific regime, we

have no specific reason to doubt the honesty and accuracy of

these records. We are, however, in no position to objectively con-

firm this. The fact that we found a positive relationship between

mindfulness (FFMQ) and amount of meditation practice might

be taken as a positive indicator, but as both are self-report mea-

sures they may be prone to similar distortions. Future studies

may want to control actual meditation time more objectively. One

needs to be aware, though, that this is only possible to a cer-

tain extent, because even if, for example, actigraphic measures of

rest and activity cycles were available or sensors were integrated

into meditation stools or cushions, we have to rely on partici-

pant reports whether during a period of physical rest they actually

engaged in meditation practice.

An unexpected result of the study was that no differences

in behavioral measures between meditation and control group

appeared. This finding goes hand in hand with the lack of an effect

of meditation practice on the LN, but is at odds with results from

several other studies, which tended to show better performance of

meditators over controls in similar measures of executive atten-

tion and conflict resolution (Chan and Woollacott, 2007; Jha

et al., 2007; Moore and Malinowski, 2009). One important differ-

ence between such cross-sectional data and the study presented

here is that a longitudinal design requires the repeated adminis-

tration of the same experimental task. In the current study 144 tri-

als of the Stroop task were administered at each time point (to a

total of 432 trials). The fact that overall RTs did not improve after

T2 (T2: 632 ms, T3 632 ms) and that accuracy was above 95% for

incongruent trials, suggests that a performance ceiling might have

been reached. A further difference to the cross-sectional study

that showed the clearest performance differences between mind-

fulness meditators and a control group (Moore and Malinowski,

2009) was, that a verbal paper-pencil version of the Stroop task

was used, whereas here a computerized version with manual but-

ton presses was employed. Several authors have highlighted that

the way of administering the Stroop task has an influence on

behavioral results and the interference effects in particular (Kindt

et al., 1996; Salo et al., 2001). Liotti and co-workers (2000) fur-

thermore showed that different response formats in the Stroop

task (verbal, covert, or button press responses) yield differential

scalp distributions of the ERPs. Variations in task administration,

trial repetition, and related ceiling effects or the type and duration

of the investigated meditation practice may have contributed to

some diversity in outcomes observed in different studies (Chiesa

et al., 2011).

An additional explanation is suggested by new evidence

regarding the involvement of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)

in Stroop-like tasks. The ACC has been shown to be the gener-

ator of the LN and to be involved in performance monitoring

and response selection (Liotti et al., 2000; Hanslmayr et al., 2008).

However, two recent event-related fMRI studies suggest that the

role of the ACC is more related to anticipatory regulation of atten-

tion rather than the specific selection of responses itself (Roelofs

et al., 2006; Aarts et al., 2008). The lack of differential effects

in the LN might thus reflect that with extended exposure to the

Stroop task anticipatory regulation was perfected in both groups,

resulting in the observed ceiling effect. The meditation practice,

it seems, has improved earlier stages of processing (indexed by

N2 and P3 changes) that reflect more fundamental changes in

attentional processing and are less amenable to simple task rep-

etition effects. Although speculative, this would also explain why
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clear behavioral differences are found when meditators encounter

the Stroop tasks for the first time (Chan and Woollacott, 2007; Jha

et al., 2007; Moore and Malinowski, 2009), while they tend not to

develop on repeated presentation of the same task as was observed

here and also reported before (Anderson et al., 2007).

Our results also appear at odds with findings from a longi-

tudinal study carried out by Lutz and co-workers, who found a

reduction in RT variability (Lutz et al., 2009) that was not present

in out data. There are, however, noteworthy differences to our

study in that Lutz et al. investigated changes after much more

intensive meditation training (a three-month retreat) and stud-

ied the response to rare targets in an auditory task. It might well

be that a combination of the already mentioned ceiling effect and

the considerable difference in the amount of training accounts for

the different outcome.

Despite the lacking evidence of behavioral effects of the med-

itation practice, significant differences on self-reported mind-

fulness levels were evident and the increase in mindfulness

(FFMQ-total) was correlated with the amount of time partici-

pants invested in their meditation practice, suggesting that the

time invested in meditation directly translates into recognizable

increases in mindfulness. Considering the sample size of N =

12 for this analysis, one needs to be cautious, though, to not

over-interpret the results of this correlation.

This study focused on the effects of meditation practice on

mechanisms of attentional control as indexed by performance and

ERP measures related to the Stroop task. However, we do assume

that also other aspects of attention may have been influenced

by the meditation practice. A recent paper provides an excellent

theoretical account, arguing that mindfulness meditation train-

ing, developed over longer periods of time, should lead to the

enhancement of cognitive core processes including the sustained

monitoring of one’s own mental states, the ability to disengage

from distracting objects and the skill to redirect attention back

to the chosen focus (Slagter et al., 2011). We suggest that the

observed changes in the N2 and P3 partially reflect the enhance-

ment of such core processes. In line with this view of more

wide-ranging changes, our study also included various other mea-

sures, results of which we aim to report elsewhere. These pertain

to sustained attention and alertness and the orienting of atten-

tion without interfering or conflicting stimuli. In addition, these

data will allow us to investigate brain dynamics during rest and

meditation practice, where we are particularly interested in global

brain states, indexed by oscillating neural activity. Several recent

studies suggest that there might be differences between meditators

and non-meditators (e.g., Lutz et al., 2004; Tei et al., 2009; Cahn

et al., 2010) and between different types of meditation (Travis and

Shear, 2010) in this respect. Although not directly related to the

methodological approach we were using, it is also worth noting

that several studies comparing meditators and non-meditators

found differences in brain structure (cortical thickness or gray

matter), often in brain areas involved in attentional functions

(Lazar et al., 2005; Hölzel et al., 2008; Luders et al., 2009; Grant

et al., 2010) and first longitudinal studies show such structural

changes in gray and white matter even after relatively brief periods

of meditation practice (Tang et al., 2010; Hölzel et al., 2011).

CONCLUSION

This study adds to the growing body of research indicating the

positive effects of meditation training on the neural systems

involved in attentional processes. It is one of only a few studies

that investigate such changes in a longitudinal fashion and makes

several unique contributions. First of all, we showed that a rela-

tively low dose of only 10 min of practice per day, employed over

the course of 16-weeks, significantly changes underlying brain

processes that are related to the processing of conflicting stimulus

material.

Carrying out a simple mindful breathing meditation for

an average of only 10 min per day for a period of 16-weeks

improved neural functioning that is indicative of enhanced

focused attentional processing (N2) and less resource intensive

object recognition processes (P3), suggesting improvements of

neural processing related to attentional core processes. These

improvements seem to generalize from the specific situation of a

meditation exercise (i.e., focusing on breathing related sensations

and maintaining a non-responsive attitude to all arising experi-

ences) to the processing of visually presented stimuli and to the

disambiguation of conflicting information present in the stimuli.

Based on such generalizations we may speculate that medita-

tion practice addresses very fundamental processes of selective

and executive attention that may exhibit its beneficial effects in

a variety of domains and situations.

The lack of meditation-specific improvements in behavioral

performance may be a result of a too low dose of meditation

practice, as several studies with experienced meditators show

clearly superior performance. An alternative explanation is that

the repeated administration of the same task resulted in perfor-

mance optimization for all participants, beyond which also the

meditators were not able to improve. As the present study cannot

distinguish between these explanations, it is advisable to choose

the tasks of future longitudinal studies carefully and to limit trial

repetition as much as possible, in order to avoid possible ceiling

effects.

In sum, these findings provide a positive message to every-

body who considers taking up mindfulness meditation practice.

Even short, regular meditation practice may hone our attentional

systems in a useful fashion.

At the end of the study one of the participants expressed how

employing the meditation regime influenced their work perfor-

mance: “I am completing routine reports in a shorter time period.

Also whilst undertaking new tasks I feel that I have a better grasp

of understanding complex issues due to improved attention and

concentration. (. . .) It has opened up my train of thought and

has led me to think outside the box.” Such subjective accounts

highlight the relevance of the meditation training beyond the

laboratory situation and indicate beneficial effects of medita-

tion practices that do not require any life style changes, some

of which we aim to capture by employing cognitive neuroscience

methodologies.
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